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a letter from tonya
hello, friend! 
 
i'm honored that you want to spend
your next 30 days with me. i know
things have been difficult as we
adjust to a life of social distancing.
but we are going to get through
this. 
 
starting today, we'll put self-care
into practice through a prompt,
exercise, affirmation, or poem.  
 
i would love to see what you write! 
 
if you share your prompt on social
media, tag me at @tonyainstagram
and don't forget to use the hashtag
#30daysofselfcare.
#30daysofselfcare



day 1: show up as
you are

prompt: write a break-up text to
self-doubt.

 
in learning self-care, we learn how to show up as we are.

 
it is ok to show up at 20% or 70% or 100%

 
it is ok to show up with enough in you to barely make it

through the day.
 

you are here, friend.
 

and that is more than enough. 

#30daysofselfcare



day 2 : how are you,
really?
seriously, how are you?

so often we answer with “i'm doing fine” when what we
really mean is “i'm having a rough week.”

what would it look like if we answered honestly? 
if we honored our bad days?

if we just allowed ourselves to be human?

what i shared, + how it felt :

challenge: have an honest
conversation with someone you trust.



day 3: give yourself
permission

 
remember when you were younger and needed a parent or

guardian to sign your permission slip so that you could
attend the school field trip?

 
well, your self-care is a field trip to whatever makes you feel

safe and seen and loved.
 

sign the permission slip, friend.
 

allow yourself to know joy.

challenge:
dance like you are watching.

twerk, two-step, get loose to any song that gives your
body permission.* you belong, beautiful friend.
 
*bonus points if it’s any song by Lizzo
 
feeling this challenge? upload your dancing video to
Instagram and tag me: @tonyainstagram!



 
do you feel seen at work, in school, in your relationships,
with your friends and family, while scrolling through
social media?
 
you deserve to feel seen. to be held in spaces.
to not feel like an after-thought.
 
to know the sun is proud of you.
 
to know the sky wants to know your name. 

an affirmation:
 

"On the days you don’t feel beautiful,
check the stars, each one a reminder

that you are."

day 4: do you feel
seen?

#30daysofselfcare



day 5 : you are doing
better than you think

instagram is an amazing tool when it comes to helping people
connect, providing community, and finding sexy photos of tom

hardy.

but there are definitely moments when i catch myself going
down a spiral of comparison. of telling myself i am not as

beautiful as [enter celebrity here] or as cool as [enter influencer
here].

but the truth is, comparison is not our friend. it tells us to hold
ourselves to a standard that does not emphasize our brilliance.

you are doing better than you think. you are your own
definition of necessary.

prompt: what made you smile this week?



day 6 : shake it off �
with great stress comes great dancing. (ok, that’s not how the
quotes goes, but the meaning is true).

movement is vital in the search for self-care. a light stretch, a
booty-popping session, a ten-minute walk... 

each is a healing tool in the process of becoming whole.

surprise yourself. shake the stress.

today is yours.

"stop apologizing for the space
you take up. the sun is not

sorry for its rise."

an affirmation:



day 7: choose to
bloom 

despite the condition of the soil, choose to bloom. despite the
parking ticket, the insufficient funds, the rejection letter, the

terrible tinder date, the timeline, you are here. you are
blooming. you may not want to get out of bed, but you are

blooming. you may feel heavy and stuck, but you are
blooming.

that is more than enough.

self-care is not ignoring the difficult moments or the bad
days. self-care is acknowledging it and fighting to hold on.

i see you, fighter. we are in this together.

challenge: to treat yo’ self!
you are doing the work, now go celebrate! how will you engage
in some practical self-care today?



self-care activity:

1

2

3

4

self-care is everywhere!

it's on our favorite tv shows, all over social media, and
referenced by people we look to for advice, but what does

self-care care actually look like?

there is no one way to "self-care."

for some, it is a short walk in the sun.
 or taking medications.
or watering the plants.

i encourage you to think about what self-care means to
you. consider what activities bring you ease and why. 

day 8: what does self-
care actually look like?

what does this do for you? 

1

2

3

4



 
how many of us immediately turn to our phones as soon

as we wake up?
 

i know i do.
 

while our phones are an infinite source of information
and entertainment, it is okay to take a break, to log off,

to find a moment to be present.
 

our timelines can quickly become flooded with news and
headlines that can affect our mental health.

 
today, i'm inviting you to take a break. 

challenge: give the first five
minutes of your morning to a

short meditation.
 
 
 

put on music without lyrics 
and sit in a quiet, comfortable position. 

breathe in, breathe out.
 

have a favorite song to meditate with?
share it with me at @tonyainstagram!

day 9: take a break



day 10: welcome to the
lonely hearts club
 
dating is difficult and loneliness hurts. it's why every song by
Adele feels like a page out of our diary.
 
one thing i am beginning to learn - after many failed attempts on
dating apps - is that my happiness is not dictated by others but
by the relationship i have with myself.
 
easier said than done, but we got this, friends.
 
 
prompt : make a list of 10 things
you want in a partner. 
 

go over the list. are these qualities you have within
yourself?



day 11: what's on the
menu? 

 
food is a great way to practice self-care! from the captivating

aroma of chicken soup to the savory taste of a burger, food is
comfort on the days our mental health is not.

 
today, i have a challenge for you to use food as a form of self-

care.

challenge: find a day this week to
prepare a meal that not only feeds
your stomach but also feeds your

soul.

share a photo of what you prepare with me on Instagram
at @tonyainstagram!



it's no secret: i am pretty much in love with Lizzo.
 

not only is she an icon of fashion and music, but she is also one
of the coolest self-care queens i know!

 
she is honest, she is vulnerable, and she is ok with not being

ok.
 

we may not be Lizzo, but we are ourselves: wonderfully
complex and beautifully still figuring it out. there is no rush on

this little trip called life. 
 

so sit back, put on some fierce shades, and let's travel on this
road together.

day 12 is an affirmation, a permission to
give yourself when you're going through it:

 

you don't have to be
strong

day 12: i just took a DNA
test, turns out i'm 100%

still figuring it out

how will you live this affirmation today?



day 13 : it's fashion week!
 
well, maybe not exactly.
 
what we wear is an outward expression of our comfortability,
our story, ourselves.
 
most days, i like to don a pair of loose pants, a tank top, and
boots. i like to feel grounded at all times and due to my
extreme clumsiness, you will probably never see me in six-inch
heels, LOL.
 
but whenever i people-watch, i love to examine outfits. to see
the colors and textures and the movement of clothing. i used to
own a spice girls t-shirt that brought me so much joy.
 
what in your wardrobe tells a story? put it on and walk the
runway, babe!
 

challenge: wear something
today that gives you

permission to feel fierce!

...and a BONUS CHALLENGE: take a selfie and post it on social
media! don't forget to use the hashtag #30daysofselfcare and

tag me at @tonyainstagram! 



day 14: let's check-in,
friends!

 
i don't know what your week was like. if bad news found your

name or if you got that promotion you've been waiting for. maybe
it's been difficult to leave the bed or not be around people.

 
no matter where this note finds you, i encourage you to check in with

yourself.
 

what made you smile this week? what irritated you this week? what
song has been on repeat? whose text made you do a little dance?

 
one of the most important things we can do for our self-care is to ask

ourselves how we are doing. there are no wrong answers, only
honest ones.

 
 prompt : check in with YOU!
 
write a letter of encouragement for the bad days. put it away
and find it again on the days you need it.include three songs
you love, a meal that brought you joy, and describe the outfit
that made you feel fierce!



prompt: write to comparison and
tell it you can no longer be friends

 
i think comparison is probably one of the worst friends i've

ever had.
 

i constantly measure myself up against people who i think
"have it together."

 
but truth is, everyone is figuring it out, we just wear it

differently. 
 

and thank goodness! 

day 15: comparison is not
your friend

**note how many times you compare yourself today. then, try to
limit it throughout the week.

dear comparison, 



day 16: plans for the
day?
how do you start your day?
 
a cup of coffee, a hot shower, or hitting the snooze button?
 
how we start our day informs our mood and how we're feeling.
 
self-care teaches us to find a routine that works for our bodies and
for ourselves.
 
self-care tells us a story.
 
what's yours?
 

prompt: write a 5-word story
about your day
for example: "today, i finally slept in."

friend, tell me about your day! share your prompt with
me on instagram at @tonyainstagram! 



day 17: "hearts don't
break, they bruise and

get better."
- buddy wakefield

 
heartbreak is work to get through.

 
there are days where i don't think about my ex. there are

others where i can't stop thinking about my ex.
 

healing is a process. learning to love again is a process.
 

but the best part about all of this is knowing my heart can get
better.

challenge: plan your perfect stay-
at-home date

(...then, take yourself out on that date!)



our names are the first gift we're given and, usually,
the first gift we give to others.

 
our names are sacred and take up space. our names

belong to us. our names are an extension of our
brilliance and our beauty.

 
think about your name. say it out loud. and know that

you deserve to be here. 

prompt: write an ode to
your name

 
an ode is a poem of dedication or in praise of something or

someone. write an ode to your name, the one you were given at
birth or the one you choose for yourself

 
For reference, read "ode to the little r" by Aracelis Girmay.

day 18: what's your
name?

http://gulfcoastmag.org/journal/23.2/ode-to-the-little-r/


day 19: i'm such a flake.
 

i am such a flake sometimes.
 
here's what happens: i make plans with a friend, i get excited
about the plans, and then the day of, i don't want to go
anywhere.
 
i don't cancel because i don't want to see my friends. i cancel
because i don't have the motivation or energy to be social and
my mental health needs a break.
 
i am learning how to not guilt-trip myself for wanting to take
care of myself, even if i don't get it right away.
 
to all my flakers out there, you are not alone. it's ok to cut
yourself some slack.

challenge: skip the
guilt-trip!

 

 
how will i priotize me today? 



day 20: surprise
yourself! 

 
remember when i told y'all yesterday that i'm a flake?

 
well, here's an update: today, i wanted to cancel plans with a

friend, but i decided to push through and show up to our
facetime date. 

 
i decided to show up exactly as i was.

 
no faking the funk. no reason to be anything other than who i am

in the present moment.
 

and guess what? i had an amazing time! there is beauty in
honoring the necessity to cancel plans and take care of ourselves.

 
and there is also beauty in challenging ourselves to grow.

 
it's all about balance. let today be one of those days, friend.

challenge: don't cancel
that plan. show up and

surprise yourself. 

 
how you will keep yourself accountable today?



prompt: write a letter of
encouragement to yourself

 
there's nothing like a handwritten letter in the mail

from a lover or a relative.
 

there is such intimacy in language; for even on our
worst days, the right words can make the heart feel a

little warmer.

day 21: 
dear discouraged... ♥

dear discouraged, 

write a letter to yourself and seal it, then set a calendar reminder
to open letter in a month. let the right words find you when you

need it most.



day 22: dance with me
 
dance is not only therapeutic but it's also a great way
to listen to our bodies, to find what move makes us
feel special.
 
it’s ok if you look awkward. if it feels good, go for it! 

prompt: you are slow
dancing with the best
day of your life. what

song is playing?

#30daysofselfcare 



life is a marathon.
 

it is not about how quickly we get to the finish line,
but that we got there.

 
you got this, friend. you are here today. you sat in

traffic, you showed up for work, 
for yourself. you stayed.

 
affirmation: 

 

it is not your job to be
cruel to your process. it
is your job to be patient

with it.

day 23: you got this,
boo!

psst...share your self-care journey with me on Instagram at @tonyainstagram! 



sometimes the mirror is not my friend. 
 

i find all of my insecurities and name them. but there
is something powerful about redefining beauty. to

wake up imperfectly perfect. from your stretch marks
or thinning hair, you are absolutely stunning.

 
you are meant to be here.

 

challenge: think of your flaws as
fabulous.

day 24:
i woke up like dis

 create an affirmation for your flaws! repeat it
every morning this week.

share your affirmation with me on Instagram at @tonyainstagram!



day 25: thank you, next.
 

during quarantine, it's common to be reflective, to
 understand our survival, to remind oursevles of

what we are thankful for.
 

take time to reflect today.

prompt: make a list of what you
are grateful for.

 
and your BONUS prompt is to write about what the past few
months have taught you and what you hope to learn during the
quarantine.



 day 26: 
self-care is not selfish

 
bath bombs, eye masks, pedicures and a cup of tea.

 
finding a therapist, essential oils and blocking the ex. these

are a few of my favorite things. ♥
 

it doesn’t make you selfish to put yourself first. 
 

it makes you a garden..

prompt: write five healthy
boundaries you want to set for
yourself.



in almost every superhero film, the character is made
strong because of something that went wrong. ordinary

Peter Parker gets bit by a radioactive spider and becomes
Spider-Man.

 
our vulnerability is our superpower.

 
it is how we relate to the world and how we see the

magic within ourselves. ✨.

 
affirmation:

 

there is power in
showing up.

 
just ask the sun.

day 27: vulnerability is
strength

psst...share your self-care journey with me on Instagram at @tonyainstagram! 



day 28: stop and smell
the roses (or daisies or
sunflowers or... �)
 
congratulations! you made it another week!
 
it’s important to give back to ourselves. find time and
treat yourself, gorgeous!
 

challenge : buy yourself
flowers! you deserve it,
babe. 

share your flowers with me on instagram at
@tonyainstagram! 

and a BONUS challenge: surprise a friend by
getting flowers delivered. self-kindness is
contagious.



day 29: it’s never too late
to start again
 
after a failure, it's easy to become discouraged. to think you
are only as good as your last accomplishment.
 
please know it’s never too late to start again. to hold your
heart closer, to name the dream.
 
during a race, if a runner takes a fall, it is not about the fall, it
is how they continued the race after it.
 
continue the race, friend. right where you are is the perfect
place to start.
 

prompt: name the dream. repeat it
every morning over the next 7 days.

#30daysofselfcare 



day 30: i'm proud of you
 
congratulations beautiful friend!
 
i hope this 30-day self-care challenge meant something to
you.
 
i hope you find your practice: how to find peace during a
busy day or a moment to breathe or a new affirmation to
remind yourself that you’re doing better than you think
 
how was this challenge for you? what did you take away
from it? how is your heart?
 

thank you for joining me on this journey. share your
#30daysofselfcare CELEBRATION with me on Instagram at
@tonyainstagram!

challenge: go CELEBRATE! congrats
on completing the 30 days, friend!

and a BONUS challenge: share your favorite part of the
challenge with a friend. ♥



resources
 

I know you may be struggling right now. That’s OK. There’s no
shame in asking for help, which is why I compiled this list of
resources for you. It isn’t comprehensive, but it does contain
information about a few organizations that you might find

helpful. Please get the help you need. 
 

I believe in you, friend.

American Foundation for Suicide Prevention
 
Established in 1987, the American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention (AFSP) is a voluntary health organization that gives
those affected by suicide a nationwide community empowered by
research, education, and advocacy to take action against this
leading cause of death.
 
https://afsp.org
 
 

Crisis Text Line
 
Crisis Text Line is free, 24/7 support for those in crisis. Text HOME
to 741741 from anywhere in the US to text with a trained Crisis
Counselor.
 
https://www.crisistextline.org
 

https://afsp.org/
https://www.crisistextline.org/


resources
 

National Alliance on Mental Illness
 
The National Alliance on Mental Illness is the nation’s largest
grassroots mental health organization dedicated to building
better lives for the millions of Americans affected by mental
illness.
 
https://www.nami.org
 
 

Project LETS
 
Project LETS builds peer-led communities of support, education,
and advocacy for folks with lived experience of mental illness,
trauma, Disability, and/or neurodivergence. They believe that
principles of Disability Justice are key components to supporting
collective healing and our human rights.
 
http://www.letserasethestigma.com
 
 

Project UROK
 
An initiative of the Child Mind Institute, Project UROK is an
inclusive community with expert mental health resources for
teens and young adults who are committed to ending the
stigma and isolation of struggling with mental illness.
 
https://projecturok.org

https://www.nami.org/
http://www.letserasethestigma.com/
https://projecturok.org/


resources
 
Therapy for Black Girls
 
Therapy for Black Girls is an online space dedicated to
encouraging the mental wellness of Black women and girls.
So often the stigma surrounding mental health issues and
therapy prevent Black women from taking the step of seeing
a therapist. Dr. Joy Harden Bradford developed the space to
present mental health topics in a way that feels more
accessible and relevant.
 
https://www.therapyforblackgirls.com
 
 

The Trevor Project
 
Founded in 1998 by the creators of the Academy Award®-
winning short film TREVOR, The Trevor Project is the leading
national organization providing crisis intervention and suicide
prevention services to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer, and questioning (LGBTQ) young people under 25.
 
https://www.thetrevorproject.org
 
 

To Write Love on Her Arms
 
TWLOHA is a nonprofit movement dedicated to presenting
hope and finding help for people struggling with depression,
addiction, self-injury, and suicide.
 
https://twloha.com

https://www.therapyforblackgirls.com/
https://www.thetrevorproject.org/
https://twloha.com/


#30daysofselfcare
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